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The Midmark Diagnostic Equipment Cart is the optimum cart. It allows 
you to easily move your equipment from room to room, quietly and 
quickly on 3" double wheeled, soft casters. Depressions integrated in the 
top not only provide convenient handles for transporting this cart, but 
also keep your laptop safe during transport.

Positioning the compact cart at the patient's side is easy with fingertip 
control. Two lockable casters secure the cart in place. The five-legged 
base provides stability for the cart and its contents.

The 36" working height makes this an efficient cart, when you're standing 
next to the patient, because you have easy access to your devices or 
laptop computer. It can hold up to 40 pounds of equipment!

The unique vacuum formed KYDEX® sheet 19" x 18 7/8" top contains 
ample room for a laptop computer. A holder for the Midmark Diagnostics 
Group IQmark™ Digital Spirometer is integrated in the top surface. A 
gooseneck arm holder conveniently stores the IQmark™ Digital ECG 
acquisition module. It can be mounted on the righthand  
or the lefthand side of the cart.

The KYDEX® sheet top is seamless, easy to clean, moisture resistant  
and very durable. A 15" x 7 1/4" shelf provides a convenient area for  
a printer.

Cord management is a challenge in medical facilities today. The Midmark 
Diagnostic Equipment Cart provides two 4" cord management cleats on 
the back to keep cords up, off the floor. A bin is provided on the back of 
the shelf for additional cord management.

You also get electrode and pneumotach storage with our 15" x 17" 
Hettich™ Multi-Tech™ Drawer. Its integrated, seamless, molded handle 
gives the drawer a sleek look in addition to being easy to clean.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
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Cord Management
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Diagnostic Equipment Cart

Specifications
Height:  
36" working height

Overall top: 
19" W x 18 7/8" D 
(48.26 cm x 47.9 cm) 

Drawer internal dimensions:            
10 3/8" W x 13 7/8" D x 4 1/4" H
(29.05 cm x 38.58 cm x 12.07 cm)

2 - 4" cord management cleats     

Five caster, star shaped,  
black composite base 

Caster Size: 
3" (75mm), 2 lockable

Maximum top load:         
40 lbs (18.14 kg) 

Maximum drawer load:         
10 lbs (4.54 kg)

Cord management bin:
12" W x 3 1/2" D x 6" H
(30.48 cm x 8.9 cm x 15.24 cm)        
Printer shelf:         
15" W x 7 1/4" D
(38.1 cm x 18.41 cm)
Diagnostic Equipment Cart

Colors
Contoured top surface  
and shelf are Pebble Grey  
KYDEX® sheet.

Drawer front with integrated  
handle is Pebble Grey vinyl.

Column and casters are  
Gloss Black.

Base is Textured Black.




